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Security in Sensor NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2006

	Sensor networks differ from traditional networks in many aspects including their limited energy, memory space, and computational capability. These differentiators create unique security vulnerabilities.

	

	Security in Sensor Networks covers all aspects of the subject, serving as an invaluable reference for researchers,...
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Mastering Data Warehouse Aggregates: Solutions for Star Schema PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The first book to offer in-depth coverage of star schema aggregate tables
 

Dubbed by Ralph Kimball as the most effective technique for maximizing star schema performance, dimensional aggregates are a powerful and efficient tool that can accelerate data warehouse queries more dramatically than any other technology. After you ensure...
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Joomla! BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010
Comprehensive guide to creating Web sites with the open-source Joomla!1.5

Joomla! is an open-source content management system (CMS) for Web sites. While it is free and relatively easy to use, there are lots of tricks and functionality that may not be intuitive to new users or those switching from other systems. And the previous version...
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NX-OS and Cisco Nexus Switching: Next-Generation Data Center Architectures (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2010

	Cisco® Nexus switches and the new NX-OS operating system are rapidly becoming the new de facto standards for data center distribution/aggregation layer networking. NX-OS builds on Cisco IOS to provide advanced features that will be increasingly crucial to efficient data center operations. NX-OS and Cisco...
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Multidimensional Databases: Problems and SolutionsIGI Global, 2003

	The term "multidimensional data" generally refers to data in which a given fact is quantified by a set of measures, obtained by applying one more or less complex aggregative function (from count or sum to average or percent, and so on) to raw data. Such measures are...
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High-Level Data FusionArtech House Publishers, 2008
Master cutting-edge Level 2 fusion techniques that help you develop powerful situation assessment services with eye-popping capabilities and performance with this trail-blazing resource. The book explores object and situation fusion processes with an appropriate handling of uncertainties, and applies cutting-edge artificial intelligence and...
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IBM Cognos 8 Report Studio CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Cognos Report Studio is widely used for creating and managing business reports in medium to large companies. It is simple enough for any business analyst, power user, or developer to pick up and start developing basic reports. However, when it comes to developing more sophisticated, fully functional business reports for wider audiences,...
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IBM Websphere Portal 8: Web Experience Factory and the CloudPackt Publishing, 2012


	When I joined IBM in early 2001, WebSphere Portal was little more than an idea. But

	some believed this was going to be the future of web technology. When WebSphere

	Portal v1 was released later in that same year, spending the time required to cobble

	together the components needed to make it run, was an exercise in patience and...
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Heterogeneous Cellular NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A timely publication providing coverage of radio resource management, mobility management and standardization in heterogeneous cellular networks


	The topic of heterogeneous cellular networks has gained momentum in industry and the research community, attracting the attention of standardization bodies such as 3GPP LTE and IEEE...
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Fuzzy Set and Its Extension: The Intuitionistic Fuzzy SetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Provides detailed mathematical exposition of the fundamentals of fuzzy set theory, including intuitionistic fuzzy sets

	
		This book examines fuzzy and intuitionistic fuzzy mathematics and unifies the latest existing works in literature. It enables readers to fully understand the mathematics of both fuzzy set and...
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Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Technologies (Advances in Data Warehousing and Mining)IGI Global, 2008
Data warehousing and OLAP (online analytical processing) technologies have gained a widespread acceptance since the 90’s as a support for decision-making. A data warehouse is a collection of subject-oriented, integrated, consolidated, time-varying, and non-volatile data (Kimball, 1996; Inmon, 1996). It is manipulated through OLAP tools, which...
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MongoDB 4 Quick Start Guide: Learn the skills you need to work with the world's most popular NoSQL databasePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A fast paced guide that will help you to create, read, update and delete data using MongoDB

	
		Key Features

		
			Create secure databases with MongoDB
	
			Manipulate and maintain your database
	
			Model and use data in a No SQL environment with MongoDB


	...
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